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I Introduction 
In 1985 B6kstedt [2] introduced the topological Hochschild homology functor 
THH which is related to Waldhausen's algebraic K-theory of certain A~ rings 
[26] in a way similar to the relationship of Hochschild homology of rings to 
Quillen K-theory: there is a generalization f the trace map. If R is a genuine 
ring, the trace map factors 
K.(R) ,K~,(R) " , HH, (R) 
through Bfkstedt's map ft. KS,(R) is Waldhausen's stable K-theory of R [27]. 
It was a surprise when Pirashvili brought MacLane homology H, ML into the 
picture, a homology theory for rings developed 30 years earlier by MacLane 
[15]. He observed [19] that a factors as 
K~.(R) ~ , HH. (R)  
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and in all calculated examples 6 turned out to be an isomorphism. This 
motivated him to conjecture that MacLane homology is stable K-theory. 
Waldhausen changed this conjecture to "MacLane homology is topological 
Hochsehild homology" based on the "brave new algebra" argument we will 
explain in Sect. 3 below. The two conjectures were related at the time by 
the long standing conjecture that ]~ is an isomorphism. (This last conjecture 
has recently been proved for simplicial rings [3], see also [22].) Subsequently 
Pirashvili and Waldhausen could show [20] 
1.1 Theorem. For rings R there is a natural isomorphism THH.(R ) ~ H.~L(R )
In fact, they proved a more general result allowing coefficients in a func- 
tor from the category ~(R) of finitely generated projective R-modules to the 
category of all R-modules. 
The result is established indirectly by showing that THH.(R) satisfies a 
set of axioms characterizing the homology of ~(R) with coefficients in the 
Hom-functor and the fact, due to Jibladze and Pirashvili [14], that the same is 
true for HUL(R). This situation is somewhat unsatisfactory because it does not 
really explain the relationship of the two funetors. 
The purpose of this paper is threefold. Firstly we want to construct an 
explicit map between MacLane homology and topological Hochschild homol- 
ogy. Secondly we want to analyze the intriguing Q-construction of Eilenberg 
and MacLane used in the definition of MacLane homology, an analysis neces- 
sary for the construction of the comparison map but also of separate interest. 
Thirdly we want to introduce the reader to arguments in "brave new algebra" 
which in our case really illuminate why MacLane homology and topological 
Hoehsehild homology ought to be the same. 
2 Definitions and the main result 
2.1 Hochschild homology. For a ring R and an R-bimodule M let B. (R ,M)  
denote the simplicial abelian group 8. (R ,M)  = M | R | with boundary maps 
di(m | rl |  | rn') = mrl | r2 | . . . | rn i = 0 
=m|174174174 0<i<n 
= rnm| |  | i = n 
and degeneracies 
s i (m|  |  | rn) = (m|174 | 1 | |  | rn). 
Hochschild homology HH. (R ,M)  is defined to be the homology of the nor- 
malized chain complex N(B. (R, M) ) of the simplieial group B, (R, M) ( e.g. see 
[17, Cor. 2Z3]). 
To extend this definition to differential graded algebras A we replace R by A, 
consider M as a trivial complex concentrated in 0, replace @ by the tensor 
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product of complexes and arrive at a simplicial chain complex. Regard this as 
a chain complex of complexes with differential 0 = ~=0( - l )~  k. 
Hochscbild homology of a chain algebra A with coefficients in an A-module 
M, HH.(A,M) is the homology of the total complex of this bicomplex (the 
homology of the condensation i the sense of [16]). 
2.2 MaeLane homology. Let C,, denote the set of vertices of the n-dimensional 
unit cube I" = [0, 1]". For an abelian group G let G[Cn] denote the set of all 
maps g : Cn --+ G. Think of g as the n cube with an element of G at each 
vertex. Define maps 
Ui, Li, Si : G[Cn] ~ G[Cn-1] 
i = 1,... ,n as follows: Ui is the restriction to the ith upper face, Li the restric- 
tion to the ith lower face, while Si adds the ith upper face vertexwise to the 
ith lower face, i.e. 
U~(o)(~l . . . . .  ~:.-1 ) = g(~l . . . . .  ~:i- l. 1, ei . . . . .  ~.-1 ) 
Li(g)(el . . . . .  8n-1 ) = g(~l . . . . .  ~i-l, 0, ~;i . . . . .  ~:n-1 ) 
S/ (g ) ( /~ l  . . . . .  ,~n--1 ) = g(el . . . . .  ei-1, 1, ei . . . . .  '~n--I ) "~- g (g l ,  9 - 9  '~i-- 1 ,0 ,  '~i, 9 9  9  ~n-- I  ) 
The cubical construction of Eilenberg and MacLane [7] is the chain complex 
(Q'.(G), 0') defined by 
Q' . (c )  = E[G[C.]]  
the free abelian group generated by G[C,,], and 
~' = ~( -1 ) i ( s l  - u, - L i )  : Q ' . (c )  ~ Q~_,(' G) 
i=1 
An element g 6 G[C,] is called a slab if g = 0 6 G[C0] = G or an (n - 1)- 
dimensional face has all vertices 0 E G, and an i-diagonal if 
g(el . . . . .  e,) = 0 for all (el , . . . ,e,)  with ei*ei+l 
(here n ~ 2, 1 __< i < n). Let DQ~(G) C Q~n(G) denote the subgroup generated 
by all diagonals and all slabs. Define 
Q.(G) = (Qn(G), O) = (Q',(G)/DQ:,( G), a) 
with the induced boundary 0. Eilenberg and MacLane proved that H,(Q.(G)) 
is the stable homology of the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K(G,n), i.e. 
(2.3) Hk(Q.(G)) = colimnHk+,(K(G,n)) "~Hk+q(K(G,q)) q > k. 
(2.4) There is an augmentation Q.(G) ~ G sending enerators of degree > 0 
to 0 and mapping enerators in dimension 0 identically. 
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(2.5) Dixmier defined a pairing Q.(G) |  Q . (G|  sending  E 
G[Cm] and h E H[Cn] to 
g|  : Cm+. ~ G|  (~1 . . . . .  era+n) ~ g(~l . . . . .  ~m)| . . . . .  era+n) 
If R is a ring the Dixmier pairing turns Q.(R) into a chain algebra and the 
augmentation into a map of chain algebras. 
2.6 Definition. If R is a ring and M an R-bimodule, MacLane homology of 
R with coefficients in M is defined to be Hochschiid homology of Q.(R) with 
coefficients in M: 
H.ML(R,M) = H.(Q.(R),M).  
2.7 Topological Hochschild homology. Let 5r176 denote the category of 
pointed simplicial sets. If R is a ring, the functor 
k : 5r -+ 5PSeets,, X ~-+ R[X]/R[*] 
is a functor with smash product in the sense of [2]. Let 
#x,r : k(x)  ^  k(r)  -+ k(x A r)  
lx :X ~k(x )  
denote its multiplication and unit. 
If M is an R-bimodule, the functor 
M : 5~Seets. ~ 5r X ~ MD~(X)  
is a bimodule over R in the sense of [20] with structure maps 
lx, r : R(X) AM(Y) --~ M(X A Y) 
rx, r :M(X) AR(Y) --* M(X A Y) 
defined by 
R(X) A M(Y)  ---* R(X) De(Y)  -~R De [] Z(X)D 7.(Y) 
--~ M[]~(X)[ : ]~(Y) = M(X A Y) 
for lx, r and similarly for rx, r, where D is the dimensionwise t nsor product. 
Let or be the category of natural numbers considered as ordered sets n = 
{ 1, 2 ... . .  n}, n ~ 0, and order preserving injections. ~r has a monoidal structure 
kl induced by concatenation. 
Topological Hochschild homology THH(R,M) of the ring R with coefficients 
in the R-bimodule M is the simplicial space defined by 
[k] ~-* hocolima~.+lFk(n), 
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where Fk : j k+ l  ___+ .Y-op. sends n = (no, . . . ,nk)  E j k+ l  to 
I2 "~ ]M(S n~ ) m R(S nl ) m ... m R(S "1: )1 
and each injection to the corresponding suspension. Here S k is the k-fold 
smash product of S t = A( 1 )/OA(1) where A(n) is the standard n-simplex with 
boundary OA(n). The boundary maps are induced by the natural transforma- 
tions 
di : Fk -"+ Fk_ l  O ~ i O < i <- k , 
where 
c3i(no . . . . .  nk) = (no . . . . .  n i l ln i+ l  . . . . .  nk) 0 < i < k 
=(nkUno,  nl . . . . .  nk - l )  i=k  
and for f :S  n0++nk ~ ]M(S"o)A R(S n~ )A . . .  A R(S nk)l in Fk(n) 
d~ : S "o+'''+'k f ]M(S "o) A. . .  A k(S"k) I r^,U 
IM(S"0+"I 
d i f  : sno+...+,,k f IM(SnO) A 
IM(S "~ A 
A k(s"~) A.. .  A k(S"~)l 
.. A R(S  nk )1 idA~i~id 
.. A k (s  "'+"'+' ) A...  A k(S"~)l 
fo r0<i<n 
dnf  : S nk+no+''+nk-I t~. Sn~ f IM(S"~ A. . .  Ak(S"k) I ~^~a~o~ 
IM(S "*+'o) A ... A k (S  "k-' )I, 
where p interchanges the first nk copies ofS 1 in order with the no + '-" + nk-l 
copies, and z interchanges R(S nk ) with M(S no ) A R(S"~ ) A .. . A R(S '~k- ~ ). The 
degeneracies are defined similarly. 
In order to be able to compare MacLane homology and topological 
Hochschild homology we give a simplicial description of MacLane homol- 
ogy. Let D:Cgp lx  ..-.-> 6a.zCb be the Dold-Kan functor from the category of 
chain complexes over Z which are 0 in negative dimensions to the category 
of simplicial abelian groups [5]. 
2.8 Properties. (1) D is inverse (up to natural isomorphism) to the normalized 
chain complex functor N : 6P, db  ~ qCplx. 
(2) The Eilenberg-Zilber map in the generalized form of [6, (2.15), (2.16)] 
used in Sect. 5 below defines a natural transformation. 
EZ : N ( - )  |  --+ N( -D  - ) .  
(3) EZ is an associative, commutative and unital (with respect to | 
and I-1) chain equivalence with the Alexander-Whitney map as homotopy 
inverse. 
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2.9 Lemma. The simplicial space 
HML(R,M) : [k] ~ ID(M | Q,(R)~k)[ 
with the Hochschild structure maps is MacLane homology. More precisely, 
~.HML(R,M) "~ H,ML(R,M). 
Proof'. The realization of ([k] ~ [D(M | Q.(R)| is the realization of the 
bisimplicial abelian group 
([k], [q]) ~ D(M | Q.(R)| 
and the homotopy of the realization of a bisimplicial abelian group is the 
homology of the total normalized complex associated with it [17, Thm. 22.1]. 
Since D is inverse to the normalized complex functor up to isomorphism, the 
total normalized complex is isomorphic to the normal complex of B(Q.(R), M). 
[] 
2.10 Theorem. There is a sequence of natural equivalences between the 
simplicial spaces THH(R,M) and HML(R,M). 
2.11 Remark. A priori, this result is stronger than Theorem 1.1 which only 
claims the existence of an abstract natural isomorphism of the homotopy groups 
of the simplicial spaces THH(R,M) and Hm(R,M). By definition IHt~g(R,M)I 
is homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, and so is 
ITHH(R,M)I according to Bi~kstedt [2]. Hence, a posteriori, (2.10) is equivalent 
to Theorem 1.1. 
3 The "brave new algebra" argument 
The purpose of this chapter is to give a heuristic argument in the terminology 
of brave new algebra why Theorem 2.10 should be true. 
The way of constructing topological Hochschild homology is to take clas- 
sical Hoehschild homology and to translate the classical notions into the cor- 
responding "brave new" notions. Here is a short dictionary: 
(3.1) 
classical algebra brave new algebra 
abelian group spectrum 
ring A~ ring spectrum 
commutative ring Eoo ring spectrum 
(hi)module (bi)module spectrum 
ground ring Z sphere spectrum S
| smash product AS 
To dcfine'THH.(R,M) we consequently have to replace the ring R by its 
Eilenberg-MacLane ring spectrum E(R) and M by the corresponding bimodule 
spectrum E(M ), 
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3.2 Brave new algebra definRion of THH(R, M). THH(R,M) is the re- 
alization in the category ~p of spectra of the "simpliciai" spectrum [n] 
E(M) As E(R) ^ s(ntimes) with the Hochschild structure maps. 
3.3 Remark. When BiSkstedt defined THH there was no known (co-)complete 
category of spectra with a strictly unital and associative smash product. 
B6kstedt's construction is a smash product construction for spectra long with a 
minimal book keeping device for the coherence questions. Recently Elmendoff, 
Kriz and May discovered an associative, commutative and unital pairing, de- 
noted *s, for ring spectra nd what they call unital module spectra, which for 
CW spectra is equivalent to the smash product [10, Thm. 4], [11, Chapt. I]. 
We work in their category so (3.2) defines a genuine simplicial spectrum if we 
replace AS by *s, if M is unital. For non-unital M we have to substitute M 
by its unital resolution. The equivalence of (3.2) with B6kstedt's construction 
is subject of [23]. 
MacLane homology as simplicial spectrum. There is an Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum functor 
E:  Cgplx ~ 6ep 
which is roughly the composite of the Dold-Kan functor D, the topological real- 
ization and the spectrification functor of [ 18] associated with Steiner's canonical 
operad [25]. It has the following properties: 
(3.4) Properties: 
(i) if R is a ring considered as a complex concentrated in dimension 0, then 
E(R) is a ring spectrum 
(ii) if M is an R-module, E(M) is an E(R)-module spectrum 
(iii) rc,(E(C)) ~ H,(C) 
(iv) for C g-fiat and C and C ~ unital there is an equivalence E(C | C t) "-~ 
E(C) *ECz)E(Ct) natural up to homotopy 
(v) E preserves homotopy colimits 
(in (iv) *v~z) is obtained from *s in the same way as | is obtained from 
| classically. If C is not Z-fiat we have to substitute it by a free resolution 
(| is replaced by the derived tensor product). (i) and (ii) are consequences of 
[10], [11], and [18]. For a detailed discussion of the functor E, in particular its 
behavior on chain algebras, see [12]. Similar functors are considered in [10], 
[11], and [21]). 
The normalized chain complex of B(Q,(R),M) is the realization in Cgplx 
of the simplicial object 
[n] ~-~ M | Q,(R) |
with the Hochschild structure maps. Hence (3.4) implies 
3.5 Proposition. H~L(R,M) is the homotopy of the simplicial spectrum 
HML(R,M) 
In] ~ E(M | Q,(R) |
with the Hochschild structure maps. [] 
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3.6 Brave new algebra version of Theorem 2.10. The simplicial spectra 
THH(R,M) and HML(R,M) are equivalent via a sequence of natural maps, 
Warning: This is not a theorem. We only give a heuristic argument why this 
should be true based on a stronger version of (3.4) and on Conjecture 3.7 
below. 
By (3.4(iii)), the definition of spectrum homology and the smash product of 
spectra 
nk(E(Q),(R)) -~ Hk(Q,(R)) = colimnHk+n(K(R,n)) = 7rk(E(7/.) A (R)) 
nk(E(TZ) *s E(R)). 
Since E(Q.(R)) and E(Z) *s E(R) are products of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, 
we have an equivalence 
E(Q.(R)) -~ E(Z) *s E(R) 
Both are Aoo ring spectra whose multiplications are induced by the ring struc- 
tures of R and Z. Hence it would be surprising if the following conjecture 
were false. 
3.7 Conjecture. There is an equivalence E(Q,(R)) - E(Z) *s E(R) of Aoo ring 
spectra. 
Since Q,(R) is a complex of free abelian groups the equivalence (3.4(iv)) 
defines a map from the simplicial spectrum (3.5) to the simplicial spectrum 
[n] H E(M) *E(z) E(Q,(R)) *E(Z) E(Q,(R)) *r.Cz )... *E(z)E(Q,(R)). 
(3.7) defines an equivalence to the simplicial spectrum 
(3.8) 
[n] ~ E(M) *E(z) (E(Z) *s E(R)) *E(z)... *Etz)(E(:~) *S E(R)). 
By the standard change of rings isomorphism, but for ring spectra s opposed 
to rings (details in [11] or [21]) (3.8) is equivalent to the simplicial spectrum 
In] ~-, E(M) *E(z ) E(R ),s(n times ) 
i.e. to the brave new version of THH(R,M). [] 
3. 9 Remark. (3.4(iv)) 'is a statement about modules and does not say anything 
about the multiplicative structure if the inputs are chain algebras. This is the 
crucial problem in Conjecture 3.7. Note also that the fight side of (3.7) is sym- 
metric in R and Z while the left side is not. Recent calculations of the second 
L 
author show that certain Aoo ring structures on E(Q,(R)) and E(R | Q,(Z)) 
differ, an indication that Conjecture 3.7 is far from clear. 
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4 The Q-construction of Eilenberg and MaeLane 
4.1 Segal's r-fold delooping (cf. [24]) of an abelian group G is the realization 
of the r-fold multisimplicial belian group 
[nl . . . . .  n~] ~ Gnl ....... = Map. (  (n I )+ A . . . /~ (~ )+, G) , 
where Map.  is the set of based maps, G has base point 0,n = {1,2 .... .  n}, 
and 0 = ~b. The face maps of the i-th simplicial direction are the maps 
6k i : G,q ....... --'+ Gnl ...... j-I ....... 0 <-- k < ni, ni > 0 
defined by 
g(Jl,..., jr) j i  < k 
(~g)(l ' l  . . . . .  j r )  = g(jl . . . . .  j r )  + g(.l'l . . . . .  Ji + 1,... , j r )  j i  = k 
g(Jl . . . . .  j i  + 1 . . . . .  j r )  j i  > k 
The k-th degeneracies are obtained by composition with the maps 
s k : (nqT1)+~(n)+,  
sending k + 1 E (n + I)+ to + and the rest order preserving bijectively onto 
(n)+. 
Let Tr(G) be the normalized total chain complex of the multisimplicial group 
7~[G ....... ], i.e. 
....... 1 /  o ,>o 
rg(G) = o 
with boundary operator O[g]_V' ,  :_;v,j+...+,i-jdi[g] where ai[g]= - -  L...ti= 1 k ~ l  
~/0( -  l)~[~/k(g)] for generators [g], g ~ G,l,...:,. 
4.2 Obsela:e that R[S'] of Sect. 2 is the diagonal of the r-fold simplicial ring 
4.3 Let crQ.(G) denote the shift suspension, i.e. (aQ.(G)), = Q,- I(G) and 
d~#Q = a~_ I. It corresponds to the suspension from the right in the category of 
chain complexes. Here we use the standard sign convention for the differential 
in the tensor product X | Y of two chain complexes X and Y, namely d = 
ax @id + ( -1 )P id |  :Xp |  Yq ~ (X@ Y)p+q-l, 
Eilenberg and MacLane constructed a chain map 
f .  : TI,(G) --+ aQ, (G) ,  
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which can be described as follows: define a map z. : (C, - i )+ --* n+ by sending 
k 
the vertices (0 .. . .  ,0, 1 . . . . .  1) to k E n for k = 1 ... .  , n and all other vertices to 
the base point +. Then fn is defined on generators by 
Gn --* G[C,,-I], g ~'-~ g o ln . 
4.4 One verifies: 
(1) if g is degenerate, g = • o s k, 0 < k < n - 1, then 
f , (g )  is a slab for k = 0,n - 1 
f~(g) is a k-diagonal for 0 < k < n - 1. 
(2) Ui o f~+l is degenerate for i < n 
Li o fn+l is degenerate for 1 < i 
(3) S~ofn+l=fno6~ 0<i<n+l  
L lo  fn+l = fno6  ~ 
Un 0 fn+l  = f,, o J7 +1 
(4.4(i)) explains the introduction of diagonals as degenerate lements in the 
Q-construction. 
From (4.4) one deduces 
T I 
4.5 ~0 o f n+l = f , o 0,+ l
Following Eilenberg and MacLane we call an index i critical for g E G[Cn] i f  
g(/~l . . . . .  ~:i- 1, 1,0,  ~i+2 . . . . .  ~;n) =~ 0 
for some choice of Fs. 
Filter Q,(G)  by subcomplexes LY,(G) generated by all g having at most r 
critical indices. Since L~Y~(G) = Qp(G) for p _~ r + l the inclusion Q~,(G) C 
Q,(G) is (r + 1 )-connected [7, (10)]. f ,  can easily be shown to factor through 
a chain isomorphism 
f, : TI,(G)----, crQ~ 
so that f .  : TI.(G) --~ aQ.(G) is_2-connected. 
We extend f .  to a 2r-connected chain map 
f~ : r:(G) --, ,:Q,(G). 
as follows: let 
:,. = E (-l),,. :.,,,... 
nl+...+nr= p
where fnl,...,nr is induced by the map Gnl....,n, ~ G[Cp-r] sending the generator 
g : (n~)+ A... A (n,)+ --+ G to 
g o (Zs, A. . .  A Znr) : (Cp-r)+ =(Cn,-! )+ A. . .  A (Cnr-I)+ 
-'* (_n. I )+ A... A (_~.)+ ---r 
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r o 
and p = p(ni . . . . .  nr) = ) - '~ i= l ( l  - -  1)(n - 1). Using (4.4) one verifies 
4.6 ~Qn_r O f ;  = frn_ l o Cgrn" 
The image of f r  is Q~,-I(G): by definition of the i. the image is contained 
in Q~,-I(G). Conversely, if g E G[Cp-r] has exactly r -  1 critical indices 
nl < ... < nr it factors through 1,1+1 A.. .  A i,r+l. If it has less than r -  1 
critical indices it has more than one counterimage in Tr(G). 
4.7 Proposition. f r  : Tr(G) __+ arQ,(G) is (2r)-connected. 
Proo:f Hk(T~,(G))=Hk(K(G,r))"~Hk(arQ~,-I(G)) by [7, Thm. 4]. Hence 
there exists a chain equivalence g, : T~(G) ~ arQ~,-l(G) (e.g. see [4, II, 4.8]). 
Let i, : crrQr-l(G) --+ arQ,(G) be the inclusion. Since Tr(G) is generically 
augmented in the sense of [8, Sect. 5] and Q,(G) is generically acyclic [8, 
Thm. 12.1] f~, is homotopic to i, o g, [8, Thm. 6.1]. Since i, is (2r)-connected 
the result follows. [] 
For i = 1,..., r + 1 we have inclusions 
~ : ,rV,(G) ---, TI+t(C) 
sending the generator g E G,,1,...,n , (hence [g] E (aTr(G))ni +..,+nr+l ) to (-1)?[g] 
where g now is considered as element of G,~...,l,....,, with 1 in the i-th position 
and p = ni + 9 .. + Hr. We observe for later use 
4.8 
f f i  
aTr.(G) , Tr+l (G) 
1 "s" 1 s;+' 
(_l)r+i - i  
o"+IQ,(G) >o'+IQ,( G) 
commutes (the sign results from a permutation of suspensions). 
4.9 There is a pairing 
p,  : T',(G) | r ' , (n )  --, V.+'(G | 1~) 
defined on generators by 
p.  : G.1,...,. , x Hml,...,m. --" ( G | H ).~,. ,,.,,m,,...,m, 
p,(g, h)(jl . . . . .  jr+s) = g(Jl . . . . .  .~ ) @ h(jr+l . . . . .  jr+s ). 
The Dixmier pairing ~ : Q,(G) | Q,(H) ~ Q,(G | H)  induces a pairing 
q, : ar Q,(G) | aSQ,(H) --4 ffr+sQ,( G | H)  . 
where 
q~.l : ( ar Q,( G) )k | (~Q, (H)  )I ~ (ar+SQ,( G | H))k+t 
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is defined on generators by qk, t(g | h) = ( -1 )  r " (t-s)~.(9 | h),g E Qk-r(G), 
h E QI-s(H). The diagram 
TI(G) | T~(H) 
l fr | fs 
r Q,( G) | a~'Q,(H) 
commutes. 
, TI+'(G | I-1) 
I f,.+, 
, ~rr+~Q.(G | H) 
4.10 Consider Z(G) as a complex concentrated in dimension 0. We have an 
augmentation 
r r (G)  --~ o'r'~,(G) 
defined by the identity in dimension r. By definition f~ respects the augmen- 
tations. 
5 Proof of Theorem 2.10 
Let ZFk : jk+l __+ Y'op. be the functor sending n_ = (no,...,nk) to 
Wo+...+,,k lg(sno ) [] ~(k(S,~ )) rq ... rq2(k(S"k ))l 
Since Z(R(SP))DZ(R(Sq)) ~-~(R(S p) A R(Sq)) in a natural way, these func- 
tors give rise to a simplicial space 
ZF : [k] H hoeolim ~.Fk 
with the structure maps induced by the ones of the definition of THH in (2.7). 
The Hurewicz map (inclusion of generators) defines maps of Jk+l-diagrams 
9 k :Fk ---+ 2EVk. 
5.1 Change of rings lemma.~k' induces an equivalence hocolimFk 
hocolim ( ZF  )k. 
Proof It suffices to show that the connectivity of 
g2 n~ [M(S "~ A/~(S "1 ) A. . .  A R(S "k)[ --*12 "~ [g (s  n~ )D Z(R(S "~ )) 
[] ... []~(k(s"k ))[ 
tends to oo with min{no,nl . . . . .  nk}. Now 
~ilM(S"O)[]~.(k(S"~ ) )n  ... D ~.(k(S"k ))1 
= ~ilMD~(S"O ^  k(s"' ) ^ . . .  ^ /~(S "k))[ 
= 17ti(S n~ A K(R, n l ) A.. .  A K(R, nk), M) .  
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Following the argument of [20, Lemma 3.3] we have isomorphisms 
7rilM(S "o ) ^  k(S"l ) ^ . . .  ^  k(S"k )t = ni(K(M, no) A K(R, nl ) A . .. A K(R, nk )) 
(1) "~ 7zi+~r N A K(M, no) A K(R, nl) A . . .  AK(R, nk)) 
(2) ~--ni+~(K(M, no+N)AK(R ,  n l )A . . .AK(R ,  nk)) 
-- lira ni+I~(K(M, no + N)  A K(R, n I ) A . .  . /~ K(R, nk )) 
N 
="~ liffa lri_no+~r(K(M, N)  A K(R, ni ) A . .. A K(R, nk )) 
"~ I7Ii_,o(K(R, nl ) A ... A K(R, nk ),M ) 
"~ t7Ii(S n~ A K(R, n l ) A ... A K(R, nk ), M)  . 
(1) is Freudenthal's theorem with isomorphisms for i < 2(n0 +. . .  + nk) -  2, 
while (2) uses the isomorphism ny+N(S N A K(M, no)) "~ r~i+N (K(M, no + N)  ) 
fo r j  < 2n0 - 1; hence (2) is an isomorphism for i < 2no +n l  + ... +nk - 2. 
[] 
For a pointed simplicial set X. the loop space of its realization fzlx, I has 
the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Hence ~2IX. [ is equivalent to its CW- 
approximation which in turn is homeomorphic to the realization of 
[q] ~ 6e6eets.(S ~ A A(q)+, SinglX.I) 
where Sin9 is the singular functor. Finally, if X. is a Kan complex this space 
is equivalent to the realization of 
[q] ~-~ 5"Seets.(S ~ A A(q)+, X, ) 
If we replace the functor 2gFk : j , ,+l __~ ~--op. by SZFk : jn+l __. J'op. send- 
ing _n = (no,...,nk) E jk+l to the realization of 
(s.2) 
[q] ~ 5r no+''+nk A A(q)+,M(Sn~ ~' ))[3 ... [3:~(R(S"k))) 
we obtain an in+l-diagram equivalent to ZF~ because simplicial groups are 
Kan complexes. 
Let A denote the category of ordered sets [n] = {0, l . . . . .  n} and order 
preserving maps. The correspondence [n] ~ or € with j~+l  of (2.7) defines 
a functor A ~ --* ~at into the category of small categories. Let A~ de- 
note the resulting Grothendieck construction. It is the category with objects 
([k], (no . . . . .  nk)) and morphisms (~, f )  : ([k], (no . . . . .  nk)) ~ ([l], (m0,...,  mr)) 
with ~ : [k] ~ [l] in A ~ and f : ~(no . . . . .  nk) --~ (too . . . . .  mr) in j l+t .  The 
~,Fk and S~Fk together with the maps arising from the boundaries and degen- 
eracies of the definition of THH in (2.7) combine to diagrams 
~.F, S~F : A~ --* 5op . .  
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Since [k] ~-* hocolim ZFk and [k] ~-* hocolirn SI.Fk are proper simplicial spaces 
their topological realizations are equivalent to their homotopy colimits as A ~ 
diagram. From [13, 6.2] and our deduction so far we obtain [THH(R,M)I ~- 
hocolimS~.F, the homotopy colimit being taken over all of A~ 
The following sequence of maps defines maps of A~ which 
connect SZF  with the simplicial space of Lemma 2.9 describing MacLane 
homology. 
6eSCets.( S no+'''+n~ A A ( q )+,M ( Sno )I"q Z( f~( Sn' ))l-q ... I'q~(~(Snk))) 
~o~/b( ~( SnO+'"+nk )[=] ~( A( q )+ ),M ( Sno )l'-l ~( ~( Snl ))1"1 ... I-q ~(/~(Snk ))) 
~gplx(N(~.(Sno+...+nk )[:] ~(A(q)+ )), N(M(S no )E] Z(R(S n' ))D ... [] 2~(~(Sak )))) 
(EZ)* l
~gplx((N~.(S t ))| '+,k }| NZ(A(q)+ ),N(M(S no )1-1 ~(~(S n,)) I-1... [] 7~(~(Snk )))) 
(EZ). T 
Cg plx( (N~.( S I ))| @ NZ( A( q )+ ),M | ( N Z( S I ))| | N~.( ~( Snt )) | N~( ~( S"k ))) 
~Z.~ 
~plx((N~(S~))~(~o§247 | | (N~(S ~)l | | r2' (R) | | r2k(R)) 
4 
~plx((N~(S ~))|247 | N~(,~(q)+ ),M | (N~.(S ~ ))~ | ~, Q.(R) | | ~'~Q.(~)) 
The map A is defined by the universal property of free abelian groups, N is 
application of the normalized chain complex functor, the structure maps of the 
second and third diagram are induced from the first. 
The stabilization maps in the fourth diagram are given by sending r  
(N'~.(SI)) @k -~ NO(,,) to 
(N7.($1)) | |  I ) ~ N(X,,) | 1 ) ~ N(XnU]~(S j )) ~ N(Xn+I) 
where a is the appropriate stabilization on the right side (of course, N' I (S l ) 
has to be at the correct spot of the tensor product NT.(S l)k+l according to 
the particular injection ni ~ nt + 1 considered, and a has to be the stabiliza- 
tion corresponding to this injection. Recall here that we use the n-fold smash 
product of S 1 as model' for S" in baAaets..) The Hochschild boundaries and 
degeneracies are defined accordingly. Since EZ is associative, commutative and 
unital, the fourth row defines a A~ The map (EZ)* is preeompo- 
sition with the Eilenberg-Zilber map. Since each morphism of the Hem set of 
the fourth row is of the form N(~b) the naturality of EZ and its property to be 
associative, commutative and unital imply that (EZ)* defines a map of A~ - 
diagrams. 
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The structure maps of the fifth diagram are defined in the same way as in 
the fourth, e.g. suspension is defined using 
N(Xn) | NZ(S 1 )) ~ N(X,, [] Z(S l )) ~ N(X,+I ). 
(EZ), is composition with the Eilenberg-Zilber map, and for the same reasons 
as before it is a map of A~ 
The structure maps of the sixth and seventh diagram are those of Sect. 
4 with the action of T~,(R) respectively a"Q,(R)) on M given via the 
augmentations. E"Z, is induced by the Eilenberg-Zilber maps EZ : T~(R) 
~ ~ 
N~E(R(Sn)) and f by the chain maps fn, of Sect. 4. The isomorphism E is shift 
suspension. 
Since the Eilenberg-Zilber map is a homotopy equivalence of chain com- 
plexes and f~ is highly connected, all maps induce equivalences after passage 
to the homotopy colimits. 
The eighth A~ more explicitly given by 
(no ..... nk ) ~-* [[q] ~ o(m | Q.(R )| 
is constant in the Jk+l-directions, Hence the colimits along the ,fk+l are 
ID(M | Q.(R)| x B( J  k+l ) where B is the classifying space functor. Since 
J is contractible [2] the projection onto [D(M | Q.(R)| is an equivalence. 
Since 
[k] ~ ID(M | O.(R)| 
is the simplicial space describing MacLane homology (Lemma 2.9) this com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
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